
ASD Hostgroup 2023  

Meeting minutes 23-08-2021 

Continuing on the meeting of 22-07-2021 we discussed item 2 and 5, namely:  

- How to proceed with our contacts with the Berckt?  

- How do we communicate with the FG? 

1. Start and end date  

Maarten will be attending a programme at the Berckt on the 9th of September. Maarten will 
ask if we can start the conference on Monday the 5th of June till Friday the 9th of June. 
FG/HG to arrive on the 3rd (with approximately 12 people). Class meeting to be held on 
the 4th of June. 

If and when these dates are confirmed we will communicate to the FG. 

2. Scholarship for 10 participants (Ulrich) 

Ulrich would like to invite 10 young people as special non-paying guests. Giving young 
people (till the age of 25) the opportunity to connect to the ASD impulse. Giving members 
and applicants the opportunity to engage with and be inspired by young people. 

Everyone is in favour. This is to be communicated to the FG. 

  

3. How de we communicate with the FG as HG? 

We have identified that we have three communication phases till the conference 2023.  

• Year 1 

• Year 2 

• During the conference 

We would like a conversation with the FG not on the guidelines but on the proces. We 
would like a fresh re-introduction. A two hour meeting in which we share our image of 
ASD2023. 

Our needs are to also contribute to the meeting itself (for example contributing ideas for 
inspirational speakers) 

To co-create. 



To contribute to the content of “crossing boarders”.  

Ulrich shared that being a member of the FG is a challenging experience, not a particularly 
fun one. It was emphasised that it is not easy facilitating the “great” consultants. Built up 
pressure and a sense of prestige is inevitable. Maarten shared his observations on the 
biography of an ASD member in which after being an FG member the ex FG member 
keeps a low profile if not leaving the ASD all together.  

Ulrich will reach out to Gordon to request a two hour meeting re-start `’our common 
picture”.  

4. Ulrich has kindly invited us to meet live in Palazzo Regale in Dusseldorf to experience 
the work of Jozeph Beuys. This visit could be enriching for our inner constitution.  

We meet on Sunday the 26th of September at 11:00. 


